Quick Start Manual

DR5 and DR7 Models
Welcome

Welcome to the Speed Queen® family. Thank you for your support of our truly commercial quality products. Our washers and dryers are expertly engineered to deliver commercial performance, tested to ensure ultimate durability and built with American Pride. For more than 110 years, Speed Queen consumer laundry products have been manufactured in Ripon, Wisconsin, a place where pride of workmanship is not just alive, but thriving and embodied by each individual who designs, tests, assembles or in some way touches a Speed Queen product. A special thing happens when that pride is combined with the highest quality commercial materials and components...it leads to the ultimate reliability...reliability measured in decades, not years. That's legendary Speed Queen Quality.

Installation

**Parts included:**
- Three (3) Screws (Electric Models)
- One Filter Screen Washer (Steam Models)
- One Plain Rubber Washer (Steam Models)
- Lint Filter Guard (Optional)

1. Position and level the dryer.
   - Recommended rear clearance minimum is 2 in (51 mm) for utility connections and 6 in (152 mm) when venting through rear of unit

2. Steam models - connect water inlet hose, flushing lines.
   - Turn off water at shut-off valve
   - Disconnect cold-water inlet hose from water supply if washing machine is connected
   - Insert rubber washer into Y-connector (both sold separately)
   - Install Y-connector onto cold-water supply (use extension hose if Y-connector cannot be installed directly on water supply)
   - Insert filter screen on the faucet end of inlet hose with the screen facing the faucet and the rubber washer on the dryer end of the hose

3. Connect exhaust system.
   - Dryer must be exhausted to the outdoors
   - Use 4 in (102 mm) rigid duct
   - Maximum straight duct length = 65 ft (19.8 m). Each elbow deduct 10 ft (3 m)
   - Sufficient make-up air must be supplied. The free area of any opening for outside air must be at least 40 in² (25806 mm²) per unit

4. Gas models – connect gas supply pipe. Gas service to a gas dryer must conform with the local codes and ordinances. Refer to installation instructions, which can be found at speedqueendoc.net
   - Tighten all connections securely but do not overtighten to avoid breaking or bending the gas valve bracket.
   - Turn on gas and check all pipe connections (internal and external) for gas leaks by applying a non-corrosive leak detection fluid to the fittings. If bubbles are present then a leak is likely. Retighten connections and recheck for leaks.

5. Electric models – connect electrical cord with three-wire or four-wire plug. Refer to installation instructions, which can be found at speedqueendoc.net

6. Wipe out inside of dryer.
7. Plug in the dryer.
8. Start dryer and check that dryer is heating.
Cycle Information

The following cycle descriptions will help determine which cycle to choose depending on the type of laundry being dried. The cycle settings may be modified using the Selections and Options. Cycle availability varies by model.

**Auto-Sensing**
The Auto-Sensing drying cycle operation is determined by the type of cycle selected as well as the moisture sensing system, which can be set by changing the Dryness setting. Auto-Sensing cycles are Energy Saver cycles that help prevent over-drying. When a wet load is put into the dryer it takes a certain amount of time to reach the desired dryness level. The time will vary with load size, type of fabric, amount of moisture in the load, air flow and the laundry room environment.

**DR7:** Select the Auto-Sensing cycle and Dryness setting desired. Temperature is set based on the cycle selected.

**DR5:** Set Cycle Selection to Auto-Sensing, the Fabric Selector to the desired cycle setting, and Auto-Dryness to the desired dryness level.

**Manual**
These cycles will run at the selected temperature for a set number of minutes. Select the temperature based on the fabric care label. The time may need to be adjusted up if the items are still damp or down if the items are overdry.

**DR7:** Time Dry & Quick Dry - cycle time can be changed using the up and down arrow keypads.

**DR5:** Time Dry – choose 30 min or 60 min and set the temperature using Fabric Selector knob. Auto-Dryness setting is ignored unless on Dry & Extended tumble is selected. No Heat 60 Min is a 60 minute no heat tumble where the fabric selection and Auto-Dryness setting are ignored unless set to Dry & Extended Tumble.

**Sanitize**
This is a 75 minute, high heat cycle that sanitizes your laundry by killing 99.9% of common household bacteria*. It is recommended for medium size loads. Not recommended for all fabric types. Be sure to follow fabric care labels and allow the cycle to complete uninterrupted.

**DR7:** Steam Sanitize combines the power of heat and steam to sanitize your laundry and help keep it soft and wrinkle free. Time can be extended higher than 75 minutes by using the up and down arrow keypads.

**DR5:** Sanitize with high heat. Set Cycle Selection to Sanitize. Fabric Selector is ignored and will run at high heat. Auto-Dryness is ignored unless set to Dry & Extended Tumble.

*Bacteria tested by an independent lab were Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella pneumoniae. Individual results may vary.
Steam Refresh:
The **Steam Refresh** cycle releases wrinkles and refreshes items. It is recommended for small loads of 1-4 items. There are two preset cycles. The default cycle applies a medium-temperature heat for 30 minutes to the load. The alternate cycle applies a high-temperature heat for 20 minutes.

**DR7:** By default the cycle is set to 30 minutes at medium heat. To initiate the 20 minute, high heat cycle, toggle the Temp selection to High.

**DR5:** Set the Cycle Selection to Steam Refresh. Setting the Fabric Selector to Delicate, Perm Press or Regular initiates the 30 min, medium heat cycle. If the Fabric Selector is set to Heavy Duty, the 20 min, high heat cycle is initiated. Auto-Dryness is ignored unless set to Dry & Extended Tumble.

Pet Plus (DR7 only):
The **Pet Items** cycle dries and refreshes bulky pet items. The default cycle is a 55-minute, high-temperature heat cycle with Anti-Static and Steam Boost on. This cycle can be fully customized to the pet item being dried. Temperature, Time, and Options can be adjusted as needed. You can save these cycles using the Favorites option to quickly use again.

The **Pet Hair Remover** cycle is used to remove pet hair from dry items. It is a set 10-minute cycle and can be used stand-alone, or as pre-wash cycle before putting items in the washer. Anti-Static is on by default but can be turned off.

**ENERGY STAR® cycle:**
The DR5 and DR7 dryers are **ENERGY STAR®** certified. To take advantage of these energy saving options use the following cycle selections:

**DR7:** Regular, Near Dry, EcoDry

**DR5:** Auto-Sensing, Regular, Near Dry

Options:
Options vary based on the model and may not be available with all cycle selections.

**Steam Boost:** Use to release wrinkles and soften fabrics. Available with Auto-Sensing **Heavy Duty, Regular**, and **Perm Press** cycles as well as **Pet Items** (DR7 Medium or High heat only) and **Sanitize** (DR5 only). Dryness/Auto-Dryness must be set to Near Dry or Dry. Cannot be used with EcoDry.

**Extended Tumble:** Prevents wrinkling by tumbling the clothes load after the end of the cycle every two minutes for up to 60 minutes.

**Anti-Static (DR7 only):** Use to reduce static build-up. It can be added to **Heavy Duty, Regular, Perm Press, Delicates, Pet Items**, and **Pet Hair Remover** cycles. Dryness must be set to Near Dry or Dry on Auto-Sensing cycles. Cannot be used with EcoDry.

**EcoDry (DR7 only):** The EcoDry option will reduce total energy consumption by decreasing the temperature of the cycle setting by 10% after the initial temperature setting has been reached.
Operating

1. Prepare laundry
2. Clean lint filter by wiping lint out of screen area (if using lint filter guard, remove first)
3. Load dryer half full with laundry
4. Close door
5. Turn on dryer by pressing power/cancel (Electronic control only)
6. Set cycle
7. Set temperature or fabric selector
8. Set dryness level (Electronic control only)
9. Press start button to start
10. Remove laundry from dryer once cycle has ended
Register

1. Register your product at www.speedqueen.com to take full advantage of the limited warranty.

   3, 5 & 7 Year Warranties, depending on your model. Covers all parts and in-home labor.

   Note: This unit includes a limited warranty. Refer to Speedqueendoc.net to download the full warranty bond.

2. Download full documentation and view installation and operating videos for an immersive experience at Speedqueendoc.net or scan the QR code below.

3. If you wish to receive printed documents at no cost, please complete the order form online at speedqueen.com/request-printed-documents, or email your request to technicalcommunications@alliancels.com.

Order Form for Printed Documentation

☐ I understand this card does not register my product. I must go to www.speedqueen.com to register.

Model No. ____________________________ Serial No. ____________________________

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip Code ________

Phone No. ____________________________ Email Address ____________________________

Allow 1-2 weeks for delivery.